Historical highlights on cancer invading the portal vein
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Abstract
In the weighty book on the spread of cancer in the human body, Willis went only as far back as to 1876 concerning knowledge of how hepatic cancer often shows gross invasion of the portal vein and its branches. An old paper also cited the above 1876 work. Therefore, let me highlight the associated data actually. Such documentation is recommended concerning present truths.

Introduction
There is the Standard Textbook on "The Spread of Tumours in the Human Body" published by Willis [1]. He usually takes the trouble to supply historical antecedent. This is a practice favored by Macfarlane Burnet [2]. In particular, as regards the invasion of the portal vein by cancer, 1866 was the earliest date. Therefore, it is of interest that this particular 1867 was the one cited by William Legg [3] in 1876. This was when he himself provided a copious account of this phenomenon. It deserves documentation evidence.

Historical abridgements
Sussanah K. days, aged 78, was admitted into St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, under the care of Dr. Brunton, on August 10th, 1875. She continued to vomit, and no relief to this symptom could be secured. She died on October 28th at nine in the morning. The liver itself weighs 2500 grm. On the surface are many nodules, about twenty, of size varying from a mustard seed to a small apple. Their outline is rounded, color whitish, and some are distinctly umbilicated. On cutting into the liver, however, the nodules are far more numerous within. They are round, white, rather firm, and many show small hemorrhages. The liver substance between the nodules is natural, save that the centre of the lobule seems darker than natural. The hepatic veins are natural. On dissecting the portal vein within the liver, one of the first divisions of the right branch is found filled by several polyloid bodies. They are smooth and club-shaped at the end, where they project into the free cavity of the vein; above they become slightly adherent to the vein-wall, which appears perfectly natural. They send prolongations up branches of the portal vein above them, where after travelling up some short distance they again end in a bulbous projection. Their origin, however, appears to be in each case in one of the large nodules of the right lobe, to which they are attached by long and narrow pedicles.

The polyoid bodies from the portal vein were examined by means of Hartnack’s microscope the same day. The field was flooded with oval nuclei; many large cells, containing abundance of fat, and with these nuclei in them, were likewise seen. The nuclei often contained two or three nucleoli. Acetic acid brought out the nuclei well leaving the fat drops undisturbed.

The polypi in the portal vein showed a delicate network supporting cells. The walls of the alveoli were very thin, while the meshes themselves were wide and rounded. The walls were formed of an almost homogeneous material, scarcely fibrous, and showing very few nuclei. The cells were all contained in the meshes of the network: they were somewhat tightly packed, inclining to be polyhedral in shape, containing a large nucleus about the size of a white corpuscle; sometimes two nuclei were present in one cell. The contents of the cells were highly fatty and granular. Precisely the same appearances were found in the tumours in the liver.

A case like this must, I think, be clearly separated from those which have been recorded as cancer of the portal vein. In such cases the portal vein, both within and without the liver, is reported o be filled with a thick, creamy matter, which is assumed to be of a cancerous nature. I do not think there is any good evidence in these cases that this matter is really cancer. Of course, before the microscope came into such general use as at present such appearances in the portal vein were at once set down as cancer. But even in those more lately published, such as a most carefully worked-up case of Spaeth, the histological evidence of a cancerous growth in the vein seems weak. It is based solely on the presence of large cells in the material filling the vein.

In reference to these polypi, I have only further to add that I scarcely think they are so rare as the few cases on record would lead us to believe. The branches of the portal vein are but rarely dissected out, and unless this be done it are, of course, unlikely that such would be noticed.

Discussion
It is of interest to compare these copious microscopical appearances with a modern picture painted briefly thus [4]:

Microscopically, HCC is usually made up of tumor cells that are similar to normal hepatocytes, but with abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm and prominent nucleoli. The tumor cells are cohesive and grow as so-called trabeculae, one to several cells thick, lined by endothelial cells that separate sinusoidal blood from the tumor cells.

A Japanese group [5] was brief as follows: "At autopsy, the
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intrahepatic portal branches are completely filled by growing tumor thrombi or tumor casts.” Another Japanese group was also brief thus: “tumor thrombi are frequently found at autopsy in the portal vein branches” [6].

Incidentally, portal venous invasion may be the most significant risk factor as regards postoperative recurrence of liver cancer [7]. Noteworthy, also is such a maneuver as angiographic demonstration of tumor cast growing in a large branch of the portal vein [6]. In addition, it was observed postoperatively in colorectal cancer that “a better prognosis may be expected when the tumor can be completely resected en-bloc by anatomic hepatectomy” [8].
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